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Sharing the Beauty
of Mathematics
Elizabeth Platt Hamblin

If you had to pick one mathematical expression or equation to encapsulate your entire
experience in the field of mathematics, what
would it be?
Answering this deceptively simple
question is not the most difficult task
put to those elected to lead the American
Mathematical Society for their respective
2-year terms, but it’s one that each AMS
president takes on as part of a decades-old
tradition. The idea is simple: AMS asks its
presidents to provide their “mathematical
signature”—usually, but not always, an
equation or geometrical representation of
a problem they’ve worked on. This signature is developed into a piece of artwork
for display in the president’s office at AMS
headquarters in Providence during his or
her term. At the end of their term, the outgoing president is given the framed piece
as a symbol of the society’s appreciation
for their service.
How each individual chooses to answer
this question is entirely up to them—and
their choices offer interesting insights into
their careers, their AMS service, and in
some ways, their personalities.
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President Kenneth A. Ribet’s mathematical signature.

Depicting Mathematical Abstractions
Translating an AMS president’s mathematical focus into a
visual representation can be challenging—as the 2017–18
past-president Kenneth A. Ribet pointed out, “some
branches of mathematics are much more visual than others,
and some people are much more visual than others (even
within a given field of mathematics).”
When Ribet was asked for artwork for his signature, he
decided to use an image of an algebraic structure that had
been printed on a T-shirt produced for a weeklong conference at the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in
Berkeley, California, about 20 years ago. “When the AMS
asked me to choose an image to represent my work, I remembered that image from the T-shirt. Its relevance to my
work is that a lot of the work that I’m best known for has
to do with the arithmetic of modular curves and their Jacobians,” he says. He describes the diagram as depicting “the
geometry of the spectrum of a specific Hecke ring attached
to weight 2, level 243 modular forms. The different threads
on the pictures represent what I would call components of
the spectrum, which you can think of as one-dimensional
objects that intersect with each other at points that belong
to 2 or more threads. Each of the strands also corresponds
to a geometric object called an abelian variety,1 which are
pieces of what’s called the Jacobian to a specific modular
curve. The different pieces correspond to different parts of
the Jacobian. Most of the strands pertain to higher-dimensional abelian varieties.”
Ribet credits the image itself to William Stein, a mathematician who created the arithmetic geometry experimen1K. A. Ribet, Abelian varieties over Q and modular forms, 6 Aug 1992.
https://arxiv.org/abs/alg-geom/9208002.
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tation software package SAGE (now called SageMath2), who
is currently involved in a project called COCALC,3 and who
provided Ribet with the PDF file so it could be used in his
signature art. Although Stein’s original image was drawn
in black and white, AMS placed it onto a multi-color background to go with the black and white computer-drawn
image of the arithmetic of modular curves and their Jacobians. The framed art hangs close at hand in Ribet’s office
at Berkeley—and as for the T-shirt, Ribet says he still wears
it “on special occasions.”

Seeking Symmetry
Finding a visualization of his work was not a major issue
for 2015–16 AMS past-president Robert L. Bryant, whose
area of specialization is differential geometry and whose
signature piece is literally centered around a visual representation of a mathematical problem. For his signature,
Bryant selected a representative example of a Willmore–
Boise surface rendered alongside the formulas that, as he
put it, “give a recipe for constructing that surface—actually,
a large family of such surfaces.”
Bryant’s artwork represents the key finding of his study
of mathematics. “The Boise surface, or the real projective
plane, which is the surface that this is rendering in 3-space,
is just an abstract surface,” he said. “What we’re interested
in is, for any given abstract type of a surface, what’s the
best possible shape it can have?” Understanding this is
important, he said, for addressing real-world problems
like determining how surfaces such as cell membranes or
chemical fluids respond under different applied forces.
2www.sagemath.org
3https://cocalc.com
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The projected plane, Bryant said, has been known for
a long time, but it always came out looking distorted or
deformed when rendered visually. The artwork created for
his tenure as AMS president shows how Bryant himself
solved that problem: “What I showed is that if you measure ‘best possible’ by saying, ‘what’s the least amount of
bending energy you’d have to put in to shape the surface,’
then in fact there is a solution, but it’s not unique—unlike
the sphere, which has a unique best shape (the round
sphere), the projected plane has a two-parameter [p and q]
family of shapes with the same minimum bending energy
[Willmore energy].”
Bryant published his solution in the Journal of Differential Geometry in 19844 and showed that all planes with the
minimum bending energy fell into this family and that all

examples from this family could be explicitly described
with the formulas shown in the artwork. “And it turned
out,” he adds, “that even among the ones that have the
same minimum bending energy, there’s one that’s symmetric—it has this three-fold symmetry, that’s a particular
choice of p and q that has not only the minimum bending
energy, but the most symmetry.” It’s this symmetrical, minimum-energy variant that is displayed in Bryant’s artwork.
Like Bryant, past-president David Vogan (2013–14) has
a signature that readily translates into artwork: the Kazhdan–Lusztig conjecture,5 which he called “the jumping off
point for my later work. It’s certainly one of the deepest
things that I had anything to do with, but also the basis
for everything I worked on for the past 30 years.” And, also
like Bryant, symmetry is a key focus of Vogan’s artwork.

President Robert L. Bryant’s mathematical signature.

President David A. Vogan, Jr.’s mathematical signature.
4R.

L. Bryant. A duality theorem for Willmore surfaces. J Differential
Geom. 20(1):23–53, 1984.
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5D. A. Vogan, Jr. “The Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture for real reductive
groups,” Representation theory of reductive groups (Park City, Utah,
1982), 223–264, Progr. Math 40, Birkhäuser Boston, Boston, MA, 1983.
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President George E. Andrews’ mathematical signature.

“The work that I do,” Vogan says, “is largely about
simple Lie groups, worked out initially by Lie and various
other mathematicians after him. What they found was that
these geometric structures could be encoded by Euclidean
geometry by collections of points that had mathematically
described simple relations with one another—so you could
make a list of all the relationships for all these points. A
few of them were a little more exotic, and one of the most
complicated of the exotic ones is a configuration of 240
points in 8-D space. You can think of all these 240 points
as sitting on the surface of a sphere in 8 dimensions and
arranged in a regular way. It’s not a regular polyhedron,
but there is an enormous symmetry group, having almost
700 million elements.”
The 8-dimensional polyhedron, or E8, Vogan adds, “is
the starting point for encoding the Lie group you want to
work with.” The Lie group has infinitely many elements and
therefore requires creating finite groups that offer a handle
for computation. The image developed for Vogan’s artwork
is an illustration of a specific finite group, the Weyl group,
that is used for computation.
In one respect, Vogan’s choice of artwork represents
not only a bridge to his later career but is a representation
of the many ways that seemingly unrelated problems
interconnect. Vogan notes that “it’s a common thing that
people trying to solve unrelated problems are led to the
same places; the E8 polytope shows up in sphere packing
problems, for example.”

A Collaborative Spirit
Similar mathematical interconnections are highlighted in
the signature developed for 2009–10 past-president George
Andrews. Andrews’ signature is unique in that it celebrates
not only his own investigations but also the work of another mathematician, Srinivasa Ramanujan, whose invesSeptember 2019

tigations of q-series and mock theta functions in the early
20th century—largely unpublished—had been cut short by
his untimely death at the age of 32 in 1920.
The image created for Andrews shows a q-series commonly referred to as the Andrews–Gordon series, which
represents a key finding that Andrews published in 19746
that expanded the earlier work of Basil Gordon on the
Rogers–Ramanujan identities. The equation is set against
a silhouette suggesting the outline of an Indian skyline
at sunset. Overlooking the temple silhouette is a subtle
portrait of Ramanujan himself. These images are the backdrop of Andrews’ signature as a tribute to Andrews’ bestknown and longest-lasting mathematical contribution:
the unearthing and analysis of Ramanujan’s unpublished
notes at Trinity College, Cambridge, which Andrews calls
the “touchstone of my life’s work.” The fifth and final volume of this “lost notebook” (joint with Bruce Berndt) was
published in 2018.7
That Andrews’ artwork emphasizes Ramanujan is only
fitting: “Ramanujan has been a constant theme in my life
from really the time I was a graduate student until today,”
Andrews notes, adding, “I have collaborated with six or
seven physicists, computer scientists, … I have probably
over a hundred collaborators in various aspects, but there’s
always something plausibly tied to Ramanujan.”

Unexpected Connections
For past-president Hyman Bass (2001–02), the formula in
his signature represents “what I consider the high point of
my mathematical experience.” He gravitated to mathemat6G. E. Andrews. An analytic generalization of the Rogers-Ramanujan iden-

tities for odd moduli. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 71, 4082–4085, 1974.
7G.

E. Andrews and B. C. Berndt. Ramanujan’s Lost Notebook: Part V.
Springer, New York, 2018.
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President Hyman Bass’ mathematical signature.

President Eric M. Friedlander’s mathematical signature.

President James G. Glimm’s mathematical signature.
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ics because of his interest in “what I would call beautiful
thinking … To me, the most exciting and inspiring parts of
mathematics are the parts that make connections between
things that, at first sight, seem unrelated.”
His artwork stems from just such an unexpected moment
early in his career. “When I started graduate study—I’m an
algebraist—I was using formal algebraic thinking, but I
knew that there were other important areas in mathematics, [such as] algebraic number theory. To me, that was a
very beautiful but … a somewhat too aspirational area.
Still it was something I always admired. I was pursuing a
long progression of ideas and problems in algebra, when
… problems that I was working on, which I considered to
be somewhat abstract and not deeply connected to mainstream parts of mathematics, suddenly turned out to be
very deeply connected to a very important, central part of
number theory.
“I was working on the congruence subgroup problem
[that] grew out of work in K-theory that I’d been thinking
about,8 that stemmed from other ideas but not related to
number theory. This was specifically a study of a certain
group of matrices with, for example, integer coefficients and
the subgroup structure of those. And there was a problem
about the nature of subgroups of finite index that goes
back to the beginning of the last century. Number theory
produced a natural family of such subgroups, and the
question was whether all of them were of that kind—and it
turned out the answer was no, but there was a very precise
measurement of how far away they were from the so-called
congruent subgroups, and the measurement of that was
connected with reciprocity laws in number theory. That
connection was so deep that if you knew the answer to the
group theoretic problem, you would essentially have to
rediscover and regroup the reciprocity laws.”
The image used for his artwork shows this connection;
the subgroups of finite index in arithmetic groups relate to
the portion on the left, with the group theoretic object for
the groups of unity and the corresponding number field
represented on the right. “I think of the image as a kind
of bridge, between two islands or two continents,” Bass
explains, “where one island—number theory—is more
primordial and natural, while the other, the algebraic side,
is more formal and constructed.”
A decade after Bass, 2010–11 past-president Eric Friedlander also chose an image that bridged different areas
of mathematics. Friedlander’s image, he says, “is an extremely elaborate situation that does involve some nice
mathematics I did with Mark Walker. It gives relationships
between various fields that I’ve worked on. In that sense,
it’s the connection between algebraic K-theory, which is
one subject I’ve worked in, and algebraic topology—and
8H.

Bass. Personal reminiscences of the birth of algebraic K-theory.
K-Theory 30(3):203–209, 2003.
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then something Mark Walker and I introduced in between
that’s halfway between algebra and topology, so we called it
semi-topological K-theory.9 On the bottom is a more classical thing that comes from algebraic topology. So, across the
way, it’s relating two kinds of mathematical structures on
the left and right, and up and down, it’s relating different
areas of mathematics. And each level of the three levels is
a spectral sequence.”
In the process of describing his artwork, Friedlander
made a discovery: “I never thought of it before as having
anything to do with my career,” he says. “It was just a nice
visual thing that I took out of a paper. But in fact, much of
my career has been spent connecting algebra, geometry, and
topology. And this does very definitely connect those three,
so it is, somehow, almost a signature thing—by accident. It
wasn’t chosen that way at all, it was just, ‘give us something
we can make artistic to put on the wall.’”

Expanding the Boundaries
If Bass and Friedlander are bridge builders, then 2007–08
past-president James G. Glimm may be regarded as a mountain climber. “I’m more of a problem solver than a theory
builder, so I’ve looked for problems that I find interesting,”
he notes. “When I get to the top of the mountain, I go back
down and look for the bottom of a different mountain.
That takes a huge amount of courage; you have to believe
in yourself to walk away from a successful position and
look for a whole new starting point. I think that courage
to find new problems is the single, characteristic part that
has defined my career.”
That career spans multiple areas of focus—“a shaggy
dog story that just goes on and on,” as Glimm laughingly
puts it. The equations represented in his artwork illustrate
the way his mathematics career has combined pure and
applied mathematics to solve a wide range of problems.
The first equation relates to quantum field theory—“pure
mathematics, but with a physics background,” in Glimm’s
words—and the second to hyperbolic conservation laws,
which he calls a “combination of pure mathematics and
then later on, numerical and applied mathematics.” The
two equations taken together are “typical and representative” of his work, but he’s quick to note that they’re not
inclusive of the many other explorations he’s made—some
of which, such as his well-known foray into C*-algebra,10
lack easily defined equations and would be hard to represent visually.
His practice of seeking out new and different challenges,
Glimm says, has given him a broad scientific perspective
that allows him to take on more complex problems. One
problem he recently worked on, for instance, is a study of
9E. M. Friedlander and M. E. Walker. Semi-topological K-theory using
function complexes. Topology 41(3): 591–644, 2002.
10J.

Glimm. Type I C*-algebras. Ann Math., 73(3):572–612, 1961.
JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/1970319.
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President James G. Arthur’s mathematical signature.

the migratory hunting patterns of false killer whales; the
fact that he used tools he developed from studying quantitative finance and turbulence to characterize these patterns
underscores how useful his expanded field of view can be.
In this light, Glimm’s artwork is an altogether apt description of both his mathematics career and his tenure
as AMS president. Glimm feels he was elected to the post
because “the society had an interest in moving toward
application—at least that’s the way I interpreted the election—and I took it on myself to move the society in that
direction, but I wanted to do it moderately and gently,
and I wanted changes people would be comfortable with.
I pushed a philosophy I called the ‘big tent’ [that is] very
generous about the outer boundaries of mathematics. We
don’t try to limit it; we include not only the core areas that
everyone knows and loves in AMS, but also the ‘edge areas.’”
Glimm’s big tent perspective is echoed by past-president James G. Arthur (2005–06), who comments that “at
a deeper level, we mathematicians are always astonished
at how unified this vastly complex collection of fields is.
We don’t expect to always be discovering those relations
that relate one apparently different part of mathematics to
another completely different [piece]. In mathematicians’
minds, it’s very beautiful and very striking.”
Arthur’s signature is a formula commonly called the
Arthur–Selberg trace formula.11 “It had been introduced in
a very special case in the 1950s by the legendary Norwegian
number theorist, Atle Selberg. It was a very important problem to try to figure out whether there was a trace formula
like this in a broader context and to actually develop it
explicitly. The search for this formula was something I took
up and worked on for 25 years. The final result is a complex
formula. But it gives us systematic ways of understanding
11J. Arthur. An introduction to the trace formula. In Harmonic Analysis,
the Trace Formula, and Shimura Varieties, Clay Mathematics Proceedings
4:1–263, 2005.
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the spectral information on the right-hand side from the
geometric information on the left.”
Like Glimm, Arthur took an adventuresome approach to
problem solving, with the encouragement of the (already)
great mathematician Robert Langlands: “I asked him what
the hardest problem was, and he said, ‘figuring out the
trace formula.’ He said it was a difficult but very worthwhile
problem to spend your time on.”
Arthur notes that the trace formula is considered by
many mathematicians to be the best shot for proving the
principle of functoriality, which Arthur considers one of the
biggest problems facing mathematics: “It’s the central problem in the Langlands program—the conjectures Langlands
came up with when I was a student at Yale. The central problem is still around, and it unifies many different parts of
mathematics. But the trace formula is very powerful, and we
hope that it will be a strategy for solving this problem—If
you understand this formula well enough and solve all the
auxiliary problems suggested by the formula, you perhaps
will be able to establish this fundamental conjecture.” He
adds that there are “a fair number of people working on
it, so I hope collectively we’ll be able to make progress.”

Sharing Math’s Beauty
For each of these AMS past-presidents as well as their
predecessors and successors, the mathematical signatures
created from their work makes visible some of the beauty
they see in their field—and allows them to share it with
others. For David Vogan this idea encapsulates what he
hopes is his mathematical legacy. As he puts it, “I hope
that I learned from my teachers about the beauty of these
ideas—and I hope that some of my students can obtain
some of that from me.”
Hyman Bass expresses it more simply still: “I thought
that mathematics was so beautiful that I really wanted
people to learn it and enjoy it.”
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